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PLASMONICS

applications (21–29). Yet, a nanoantenna resonance that can be turned fully ON and OFF
electrically at high frequencies has not been
achieved to date.
Here we introduce such electrically switchable nanoantennas, made from an optically
metallic polymer with an electrochemically
driven metal-to-insulator transition in the
near–infrared (IR) spectral range caused by a
variation of the charge carrier density. In our
electrically switchable plasmonic system, the
nanoantennas are made from a metallic polymer, which can be electrically switched via the
applied voltage (Fig. 1A). When a voltage of
+1 V is applied, the polymer is electrochemically doped and oxidized, which results in
high carrier density and metallic optical properties. Consequently, the polymer nanoantenna
is turned ON and exhibits a strong plasmonic
nanoantenna resonance. In contrast, at an applied voltage of −1 V, the carrier density is
substantially reduced and the polymer becomes
insulating. The nanoantenna is switched OFF,
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Electrical switching of a metal-to-insulator transition would provide a building block for integrated
electro-optically active plasmonics. In this work, we realize plasmonic nanoantennas from metallic
polymers, which show well-pronounced localized plasmon resonances in their metallic state. As
a result of the electrochemically driven optical metal-to-insulator transition of the polymer, the plasmonic
resonances can be electrically switched fully off and back on at video-rate frequencies of up to 30 hertz
by applying alternating voltages of only ±1 volt. With the use of this concept, we demonstrate electrically
switchable beam-steering metasurfaces with a 100% contrast ratio in transmission. Our approach will
help to realize ultrahigh efficiency plasmonic-based integrated active optical devices, including highresolution augmented and virtual reality technologies.

ing medium, tuning the resonance intensity,
position, and linewidth, properties which limit
the achievable contrast in active metasurface
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Fig. 1. Concept of electrically switchable
nanoantennas made
from metallic polymers
with a metal-to-insulator
transition. (A) Electrical
switching of an individual
metallic polymer nanoantenna. (Right) Antenna ON
state at an applied voltage
of +1 V. The polymer is
in the metallic state and
the nanoantenna exhibits a
plasmonic resonance.
(Left) Antenna OFF state
at −1 V. The polymer
becomes insulating and
the nanoantenna exhibits
no plasmonic resonance.
Switching between the
states reaches video-rate
frequencies of 30 Hz.
ITO (indium tin oxide) is
used for electrical contacting. (B) Real part of the
dielectric function e1 of the
polymer in the metallic
(red) and insulating (blue)
states. A metallic polymer
with e1 < 0 is obtained
in the near-IR and mid-IR
for wavelengths l > 1.3 mm.
By means of the applied
voltage, the polymer can be
switched into an insulating
state with e1 > 0 in the
entire wavelength range.
(Insets) Structural conversion of the metal-toinsulator transition.
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iniaturization of optical components
is key for achieving ultimate spatiotemporal control of light, which will
in turn enable researchers to facilitate
and improve emerging optical technologies such as augmented and virtual reality,
dynamic holography, LIDAR (light detection
and ranging), and high-resolution wavefront
and polarization shapers. Subwavelength nanoantennas are a prime candidate to achieve
this goal (1–5). Their resonant nature allows
highly efficient interaction with light and can
locally enhance the manipulation, detection,
or modulation of light on ultrasmall, subwavelength scales. The advent of metasurfaces has provided tools with which to realize
plasmon-based spatially dependent static light
control on nanometer scales (6–8). These include ultrathin optical elements, such as metalenses (9, 10), made from metals as well as
dielectrics for generalized amplitude and
phase control (11, 12). Integration into dynamic electro-optical components requires
active spatiotemporal light control with nanoantennas via a dynamic change of the optical
properties upon an external stimulus (13, 14).
One possibility is to operate nanoantennas
close to a phase transition, thus resulting in
switchable plasmonic resonances and active
metasurfaces with high contrast ratios (15, 16).
Such direct modifications rely on structural or
chemical material transitions stimulated by
chemical reactions (15), gas exposure (17, 18),
or temperature (19, 20). They are usually slow,
with incomplete reversibility, and pose major
challenges for integration with electro-optical
devices. One alternative is an electrically or
temperature-driven change of the surround-
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and no plasmonic resonance is observed. Electrical switching between the ON and OFF states
occurs very rapidly, permitting video-rate
switching frequencies of 30 Hz.
The core of our concept is an electrochemically driven metal-to-insulator transition of the
polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS). Figure 1B depicts the real part of the dielectric function
e1 of PEDOT:PSS in its metallic (red) and insulating (blue) states, indicating this material’s
excellent electrical and optical properties (see
fig. S1 for details). The insets of Fig. 1B illustrate the redox reaction that occurs when
PEDOT:PSS changes from its neutral (insulating) state to its oxidized (bi-)polaronic (metallic) state. In detail, PEDOT:PSS is alternately
oxidized and reduced, as is common in electrochemistry. Thus, applying voltages of +1 V and
−1 V (versus a reference electrode) causes
doping and dedoping, respectively, of the
polymer and alters the charge carrier density

while some hysteresis is present (see materials
and methods). Higher voltages (outside of our
electrochemical potential window) will cause
overdoping and degradation of the material.
We find that PEDOT:PSS is switchable between metallic (e1 < 0) and insulating (e1 > 0)
states via the applied voltage for wavelengths
>1.3 mm. The crossing e1 = 0 at lp = 1.3 mm
defines the plasma frequency
wp ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne2 =D0 me

below which the material is optically metallic,
allowing for localized plasmonic resonances.
Modifying wp for metallic polymers is therefore possible through manipulation of the
(quasi-)free charge carrier density n (e, electron charge;D0, permittivity; me, electron mass).
Thus, ultrahigh doping levels in metallic polymers will allow, in the future, their plasma
frequency to be pushed into the visible wavelength range. Commercially available PEDOT:
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PSS in its pristine spin-coated state exhibits
a dielectric function nearly identical to that of
the oxidized metallic state. Thus, even without
any applied voltage, the plasmonic properties
of the metallic polymer are fully accessible.
Figure S2 illustrates the fabrication and resonance tunability via geometry.
Electrical switching is carried out in a liquid
environment using an electrochemical cell with
a three-electrode setup (Fig. 2A; see materials
and methods and fig. S5A for further information). We measured the spectral response of an
array of polymer nanoantennas with length
L = 300 nm for different applied voltages
against the reference electrode (Fig. 2B). The
pristine spectral response (dry state) and the
response for +1 V are shown in gray and red,
respectively. The nanoantennas exhibit a plasmonic resonance around ~2.4 mm in the dry
state, as the PEDOT:PSS is almost completely
oxidized and thus metallic. Applying +1 V triggers a further oxidation of PEDOT:PSS with a

A

C

Fig. 2. Video-rate electrical switching of metallic polymer nanoantennas.
(A) Schematic of the electrochemical cell (three-electrode setup) and optical
measurement setup. (B) SEM image and spectral response of metallic polymer
nanoantennas (length L = 300 nm, width W = 160 nm, height H = 90 nm,
periodicity in x Px = 500 nm, periodicity in y Py = 300 nm) for different states. Dry
state, pristine (gray): Plasmonic resonance almost completely turned ON. +1 V
(red): Plasmonic resonance completely turned ON with highest modulation
(polymer fully metallic). −1 V (blue): Plasmonic resonance turned OFF (polymer
Karst et al., Science 374, 612–616 (2021)
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insulating). Electric field E polarized parallel to the nanoantenna long axis. The
dashed line indicates the laser wavelength l = 2.15 mm for (C) and (D). (C) (Top)
Transmitted intensity through the polymer nanoantennas cycling between the
ON and OFF states. The gray area denotes the 10% to 90% modulation window.
(Bottom) Set voltage switching between +1 V and −1 V. (Left) Cycles 1 to 10
with switching frequency f = 1 Hz. (Right) Cycles 261 to 290 with f = 30 Hz. a.u.,
arbitrary units. (D) Detailed analysis of rise time trise = 20.8 ms (ON to OFF)
and fall time tfall = 9.1 ms (OFF to ON) for the first switching cycle.
2 of 5
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maximum doping level and charge carrier
density of the polymer due to the existence of
(bi-)polarons (30, 31). The plasmon resonance
is fully turned ON with the highest possible
modulation (red curve). The peak wavelength
shifts slightly blue to ~2.2 mm. Notably, applying a negative voltage of −1 V (blue curve)
turns the antenna resonance entirely OFF, with

no remaining resonant light interaction. The
PEDOT:PSS is completely reduced (i.e., in
the neutral state) and hence is dielectric in
the studied IR spectral range.
The switching speed of our metallic polymer
nanoantennas is investigated in Fig. 2C. The
antennas are switched between ON and OFF
states at applied voltages of +1 V and −1 V
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while the transmitted intensity is recorded. The
bottom graphs (gray curves) show the voltage
applied to the polymer nanoantennas (±1 V),
and the corresponding modulated transmitted
intensity is depicted in the top graphs (green
curves). The left graphs in Fig. 2C illustrate
the first 10 switching cycles at a frequency of
f = 1 Hz, confirming full transitions between the

D

E

Fig. 3. Metallic polymer plasmonic metasurface for ultrahigh-contrast
active beam steering. (A) The metallic polymer metasurface is switchable
between the OFF state (−1 V, left) and the ON state (+1 V, right), thus allowing
beam steering with a 100% contrast ratio in the diffracted beam. (B and
C) Spectrum and SEM image of the pristine metasurface with a superperiod of
15 mm (diffraction angle f ¼ 10:2°, L = 380 nm, W = 160 nm, H = 90 nm,
Px,y = 500 nm). TM (transverse magnetic) plasmonic nanoantenna resonance
peaking at 2.65 mm [laser wavelength in (D) to (F)]. (D and E) (Left) Schematics
Karst et al., Science 374, 612–616 (2021)
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of the measurement setup and beam-steering concept. The metasurface is
turned ON and OFF while the transmitted and diffracted beams are recorded
using an IR camera. (Right) Camera images and intensity profiles in the (D) ON
and (E) OFF states. The diffracted beam (right peak) at +10.2° vanishes
completely for −1 V. (F) Selected IR camera images showing three cycles of
active beam steering when the applied voltage is cycled in situ between −1 V and
+1 V. The intensity of the diffracted beam (right spots) can be continuously
varied depending on the applied voltage. t, time.
3 of 5
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and diffracted intensities. See fig. S6 for further spectral and imaging information. The
measured IR camera images and intensity
profiles for an applied voltage of +1 V and −1 V
are displayed on the right of Fig. 3, D and E
(the primary transmitted beam is attenuated
to prevent saturation of the IR camera). A
voltage of +1 V turns the metasurface ON, and
diffraction by the plasmonic polymer metasurface is observed (Fig. 3D, right). In contrast, the
applied voltage of −1 V turns the metasurface
completely OFF, and the diffracted beam at
+10.2° vanishes completely (Fig. 3E, right). The
diffraction efficiency is 1.1%. So far, the spectral
contrast of the beam-steering metasurface in its
ON state accounts for roughly 86% transmission versus 100% in the OFF state (Fig. 3B). This
contrast is currently limiting the diffraction efficiency. Increasing the modulation depth by
optimizing material, geometry, and doping levels will enhance the diffraction efficiency.
The metallic polymer nanoantennas possess
another intriguing property: Successive electrochemical doping results in intermediate states
between the ON and OFF states; thus, the intensity of the diffracted beam can be modified
at will (Fig. 3F). We show selected IR camera
images for three full switching cycles (voltage
cycled between +1 V and −1 V at 20 mV/s).
Whereas the primary beam remains almost unaffected, the intensity of the diffracted beam can
be gradually varied between the OFF and ON
states. Movie S1 shows all frames for six cycles,
including the corresponding voltammograms.
The diffracted beam intensities that display
hysteresis behavior, which enables powerless
operation in the ON or OFF state, are depicted
in fig. S7.
Our electrically switchable plasmonic nanoantennas and metasurfaces enabled by metallic
polymers expand the functionality and performance of plasmonic-based electro-optical
active devices and on-chip optical components.
Fabrication from PEDOT:PSS is low cost and
scalable, owing to the commercial availability
of this polymer. We envision that our concept
will be of importance in several distinct fields.
Subwavelength-sized polymer nanoantennas
will make a sizable impact in the development
of displays and active optical components. One
can address individual subwavelength pixels
to push the pixel densities of emerging optical
technologies to entirely new dimensions. Furthermore, in comparison with state-of-the-art
metallic and dielectric nanoantennas, the polymer nanoantennas allow a previously unseen
level of flexibility for fabrication of curved optical devices on flexible substrates. This functionality is necessary to achieve augmented
and virtual reality technologies that work in
transmission (e.g., on contact lenses or glasses).
Ultimately, it may even be possible to achieve
pixel densities >2000 lines/mm, which would
support full-color holographic movies at a very
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large field of view. All of these advances will
be aided by nanoantenna operation at only
±1 V, which is very favorable for compatibility
with low-voltage complementary metal-oxide
semiconductors (CMOS) chips (0 to 3.3 V) at
moderate local electric fields. From a more fundamental standpoint, current efforts in quantum
technology and methodology require intricate
coupling and control schemes, which can be
realized via, e.g., sophisticated switchable and
reconfigurable metasurfaces, which are currently out of reach even with existing state-ofthe-art techniques (32). Such structures would
allow for an entirely new level of integration
and miniaturization. From a basic research
point of view, further studies into the working
principle of the plethora of metallic and conductive polymers will allow for fine-tuning and
manipulation of their properties. This includes
shifting the plasma frequency, and thus the
operation point, into the visible wavelength
region; increasing the switching speed for
cycling beyond the demonstrated video rate;
and reducing degradation. Further detailed investigations on the influence of, e.g., oxygen
and humidity during electrochemical switching, adjustments to the fabrication process, and
electrochemical cell sealing in inert gas environments or the use of solid electrolytes should
benefit the overall switching performance. Additionally, conductive polymers have recently
proven to be stable for an extremely long time,
with little to no degradation over >107 cycles at
video-rate switching frequencies (33). Metallic
polymers also offer the opportunity to gradually change the carrier density and hence the
plasma frequency, which allows for gray-scale
operation and thus opens another window of
opportunity. These results, in combination with
the shown hysteresis behavior that enables
powerless operation in the ON or OFF state,
suggest that extremely energy-efficient display
devices could be realized in the future.
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ON and OFF states without noticeable degradation (gray area: 10% to 90% modulation window; see fig. S5B for further information). A
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Fig. 2D. We analyze the rise time from ON to
OFF (top graph) as well as the fall time from
OFF to ON (bottom graph). The rise (or fall)
time is defined as the time step in which the
intensity rises (or falls) between 10% and 90%,
respectively (red in Fig. 2D). We obtain a rise
time (trise) of 20.8 ms and a fall time (tfall) of
9.1 ms, and thus a duty cycle time (t) of 29.9 ms,
equivalent to a maximum switching frequency
of f = 33 Hz. Thirty cycles of electrical switching of our plasmonic polymer nanoantennas
with video-rate frequency of f = 30 Hz are depicted in the right graph of Fig. 2C (gray area:
10% to 90% modulation window, accounting for
degradation of nanoantennas after 260 cycles).
We find that electrical switching at video-rate
frequencies is possible, as the transmitted intensity reaches beyond the 10% to 90% modulation
window. The degradation after 290 switching
cycles is on the order of only 25%, reducing the
overall modulation (comparison of gray marked
areas). Possible sources for degradation might
be volume expansion of the polymer during
switching and irreversible reactions during the
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Our concept greatly boosts the integrability of plasmonic systems into, e.g., commercial
smart and small-scale electro-optical devices,
owing to the high switching modulation efficiency with full ON and OFF states, electrical
switchability, low required voltages, and switching at video-rate frequencies. Plasmonic metasurfaces are one archetype integration of
plasmonics into functional devices. As a proof
of concept, we thus demonstrate an electrically switchable metallic polymer metasurface
for ultrahigh-contrast active beam steering—
that is, a metasurface with the ability to actively control the routing of incident light into
a fixed angular range. The basic working principle is illustrated in Fig. 3A: The metasurface
is illuminated with a circularly polarized light
beam. Depending on the state of the polymer
nanoantennas, part of the incident light is diffracted, showing opposite handedness. The key
feature of our metallic polymer metasurface is
the ability to fully switch it ON and OFF electrically. Consequently, the contrast ratio, defined
as the ratio of the diffracted intensities in the
metasurface ON and OFF states, reaches 100%.
The TM (transverse magnetic) resonance
spectrum of the metallic polymer nanoantennas (the building blocks of the metasurface)
peaks at 2.65 mm (Fig. 3B). A scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the polymer metasurface is shown in Fig. 3C. The experimental
scheme is illustrated on the left in Fig. 3, D and
E. The laser (right circularly polarized) is set to
an illumination wavelength of 2.65 mm, and
the IR camera is used to image the transmitted
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Switching a polymer
Electrically switchable metasurfaces and plasmonic materials will enable the development of active nanophotonic
technology. Karst et al. show that a metallic polymer can be used for electrical switching of plasmonic nanoantenna
resonances. The plasmonic resonance can be completely switched ON and OFF with switching speeds up to 30
hertz (video rate), low switching voltages of ±1 volt (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor compatible), and a
transmission modulation depth of 100%. The results could have applications in nanophotonic devices such as those
used in augmented and virtual reality imaging applications. —ISO
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